DG/BulkCargo
IMDG/IMSBC Loading Requirement Program

Key Features
◆ Loadable cargo lists
◆ Easy to use loading requirement search
◆ Applicable for solid bulk cargoes
◆ Easily create ship feature databases

PrimeShip-DG/BulkCargo is a software search application for loadable cargoes based on SOLAS and the IMSBC Code. PrimeShip-DG/Bulk Cargo not only makes it easy to understand the loading requirements for each type of cargo, the program also features a reverse search function, which displays the construction and equipment requirements for transportation of dangerous cargoes.

Main Features

Loadable cargo search based on the following requirements
◇ Special requirements of SOLAS Chap.II-2/54 (Chap.II-2/19, on or after 2000 amendments) "Carriage of dangerous goods"
◇ Special requirements for construction and equipment defined the IMSBC Code

Loading Requirement Search
Ship Database Creator
Using PrimeShip-DG/BulkCargo

(1) Input vessel particulars including construction and loading equipment information.

Particulars
Check construction and equipment details

(2) Results

Loadable Cargo List

Notice
Document examination and an onboard survey are required for issuance of Documents of Compliance for dangerous goods and IMSBC Code Fitness Certificates.